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Abstract: The research paper ventures a novel modelling 

strategy of finite gain and noise of an electrocardiogram (ECG) 

amplifier at 0.18, 0.5 and 0.9 micron standard CMOS 

technologies respectively. An active comb filter is used to design 

the amplifier for removing the selected frequencies of numerous 

signals. The presented filter is configured with only Operational 

Transconductance Amplifiers (OTAs) and capacitors that makes 

it apt for implementation of monolithic integrated circuits (ICs). 

The relevance of this analog circuit is verified for a suitable test 

signal of 60 Hz as in the ECG signal. Using Cadence Virtuoso 

analog design environment, the effect of transistor channel 

length and width is examined for analysis of noise and 

bandwidth. It is observed that the performance in terms of noise 

and gain considerably increases for advanced technology node. 

However, for a suitable supply of bias current, a portable ECG 

system can also provide an improved bandwidth performance of 

advanced CMOS technology. 

 

Keywords : Bias current, Electrocardiogram (ECG),  

Harmonic distortion (HD), Integrated circuits (ICs), 

Operational transconductance amplifier (OTA), Switched 

capacitor (SC), Voltage controlled current source (VCCS).  

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the clinical practices widely used the 

computerized electroencephalogram (EEG), 

electrocardiogram (ECG), and magneto-encephalogram 

(MEG) systems [1] due to their suitable property of 

processing and recording of different biomedical signals. 

The advantages of using such systems are multi-fold such as 

1) consequent comparison and evaluation process can be 

enabled by the assembly of a large signal database, and 2) 

feasibility can be increased with the broadcasting of 

biomedical signals over communication networks in real 

time [2]-[4]. The realization of this portable ECG/EEG 

recording is significant for monitoring the biological subjects 

without any limitation of the mobility [1]–[8]. Using such 

devices, the monetarization of a subject’s ECG/EEG can be 

successfully made to operate in an out field physical concepts 

[8]. In many compact applications, it is utmost required to 

reduce the device weight and size without compromising the 

quality of recording.  
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The primary goal is to process the ECG/EEG monitoring 

system in the absence of consciousness of the biological 

subject [9]-[12]. It can be accomplished by using an 

integration of IC , and combining with Analog circuitry used 

at the front end and a remote computer can be used to 

perform the telemetry operation on the bio-potential signals 

[10]. In order to measure a single bio-potential signal, a few 

researchers [12]-[15] have been reported the implementation 

of AFE using the IC approach. However, in practice, the 

signals of EEG and the ECG are categorized to be weak, with 

amplitude up to 100 and 5 milli volts respectively [16]. For 

normal operation, the bandwidth of ECG signal of 0.1 - 150 

Hz range. Additionally, one can obtain a voltage of a half-cell 

as ±300 mV and a maximum noise voltage is <30 µVpp for a 

bandwidth ranging from 0.1 - 150 Hz. The above mentioned 

voltages can be obtained due to the phenomenon of the 

interface between the electrode and skin. For a 50/60 Hz 

supply (mains), the common-mode interface voltage 

primarily controls the ECG signal. As, for example, if a 

patient becomes departed from the earth ground, estimated 

signal of common-mode that sets with a human body would 

be as high as 1 mg [15]- [17]. 

To preprocess a cardio signal, it is required to amplify the 

signal by 10-100 times by using a pre-amplifier with small 

input noise. One of the most popular techniques of 

implementing an ECG monitoring system is the 

switched-capacitor (SC) integrated circuit topology 

[18]-[19]. However, the circuit of Sample & Hold (S&H) of 

the topologies of switching are not fit due to its leakage 

problem and large time constant (in milliseconds or more). 

In order to remove the leakage, it is normally required to 

adopt the leakage-reducing mechanism in SC integrated 

circuitry [20]. Hence, the researchers find a way to use a 

low-power operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) 

based filters. Filters are generally configured with OTA in 

integrating circuits of open loop counting Comb (OTA-C) 

[19]-[26]. In these filters, to identify a low transconductance 

value in the order of nano-amperes per volt, the integrated 

devices (ICs) are normally operated in the subthreshold 

region. In OTA-based filters, the performance of the filter 

circuits are primarily dominated by the operational 

amplifiers and the time constants can be resolved from the 

limited transconductance to the capacitor ratio.  

For analog filter based circuit designing, the operational 

amplifiers (Op-Amps) are the primary functional units. 

However, the limitations on bandwidth and slew rate of 

operational amplifiers lead the 

analog designer to search for 

other possibilities. Recently, 

operational gm amplifier 
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(OTA) is considered as the most suitable constructional 

blocks in analog signal processing (ECG amplifiers) due to 

its higher bandwidth, slew rate, and transconductance gain 

[27]-[32]. In addition a current input is used to regulate 

the amplifier's gm. Hence, the circuits developed using OTAs 

are most likely to possess intrinsic electronic control of 

parameters such as the cutoff frequency, quality factor, gain 

of a filter,  

 

and the oscillatory conditions for an oscillator [28], [33], 

[34]. The designing of a systematic OTA-based filter, the  

following are observed: 1) determining the filter’s 

specification and set up can be appropriate for the procuring 

of bio signals; and 2) determining the suitability of building 

cell to construct this filter with a chosen topology. Certain 

characteristics such as tolerance and bandwidth of the ECG 

signal primarily decides the first consideration.  However, 

the second consideration needs to be obtained by a detailed 

analytical model based on the non-ideal factors produced by 

OTA. In designing of continuous-time filter, the performance 

of the analog circuit normally depends on the harmonic 

distortion  and the signal power. 

This research paper presents the novel gain and noise 

modelling approach using an analog comb filter based notch 

filter. The presented filter is developed using all OTAs and 

capacitors. Therefore, it can be referred as an OTA-C comb 

filter and suitable for the implementation of integrated 

circuits (ICs). In practice, the transconductance gain and the 

intrinsic noise are described as behavioral models for 

constructing the basic block. Each of the basic blocks is 

represented by an OTA consisting of PMOS and NMOS 

transistors. The aspect ratio of each transistor in the proposed 

filter are designed at CMOS 0.18,0.9 and 0.5 micron  

technology nodes. The comb filter parameters are easily 

tuned electronically using bias current of the OTAs. The 

designed transistor based filter circuit is simulated for 

different bias currents at a suitable ECG test signal of 60 Hz.  

Further the paper is formulated into 3 sections: The 

modelling and designing technique is depicted in Section 2. 

The Section 3 demonstrates the ECG performance, such as 

gain, bandwidth and noise at different technology nodes. 

Finally, Section 4 draws a brief summary of the paper. 

II. MODELLING AND DESIGNING 

The OTA is the elemental chunk of an In-amplifier which is  

used for  ECG amplification. Designing of the OTA design is 

performed as a series connection pairs with the current 

mirroring circuitry.In the proposed designing technique, 

PMOS devices are preferred over NMOS due to the less 

flicker noise [33]. In order to diminish the 1/f  noise, the 

transistor’s W/L ratio contained in the first stage amplifier  

need to be improved. No variation in the noise performance is 

evidenced due to the second stage amplifier set up. 

The Fig. 1(a), shows an RC passive filter of order one which 

is the series connection of a resistor voltage source 

transformed into the Norton’s equivalent current source. 

However, an active filter realization contains,replacing the 

passive components by  the real OTA’s circuits and can as 

illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The filter circuit incorporates an 

equivalent grounded resistor and an input V to I  transducer 

of closed OTA. Its transfer function can be defined as [26] 
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To analyze the performance of the first order filter, the 

modelling of OTA nonlinearity is an important factor. For 

the designing of active filter in Fig. 1(b), several non-linear 

effects such as nonlinear output current for different input 

pairs, finite output resistance of the current sink / source, etc. 

can be observed. Therefore, it is almost impossible to 

evaluate  the response of system, without considering the 

effect of non-linear models. The non-linear model primarily 

includes the modelling of intrinsic noise and limited 

magnitude gain of the OTA based filter circuit. Modelling of 

these factors are discussed in following sub-sections. 

 

(b) 

Fig.1. A first-order filter circuit: (a) Passive RC network and 

(b) Active OTA realization circuit. 

A. OTA Finite Gain 

In general, the infinite gain of an OTA can be obtained 

from equation (1). However, in practical circuit, a large 

integrator loss can be happened by a finite resistance that is 

again due to the channel length modulation. It further 

influences the overall response of the filter circuit. Therefore, 

considering the output response of OTA as 1/g0, the transfer 

function of Fig. 1(b) can be expressed as [26] 
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To analyze the gain, a general architecture of a voltage-mode 

OTA comb filter is designed as in Fig. 2 [35]. 

The active network of this architecture primarily 

consists of 1) n number of internal nodes, denoted as xi, 

where i = 1, 2, 3, ………, n; 2) an active network with n 

number of transconductors(input side), Gmbi; 3) a collective 

feed forward and 

transconductors(feedback), Gmij; 

4) a feed forward 
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transconductors, Gmd; and 5) an output summer consisting of 

transconductor, Gmci, Gmo. Similarly, the passive network 

consists of 1) input capacitors, Cbi, where i = 1, 2, …., n; and 

2) a grounded and floating capacitor, Cij, where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. 

 

   

 

Fig.2. General block diagram of a voltage mode OTA comb 

filter [35] 

Now, considering the voltage at each node xi, the 

transconductance gain (G) in matrix form can be expressed 

as  
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All the matrix parameter values can be obtained from 

[35]. Using the modelling expression of (3), the basic 

behavioral model has been developed with SIMULINK tool. 

The designed basic filter is integrated in higher-order filter 

circuit to demonstrate the performance. 

 

B. OTA Noise 

The performance of OTA is primarily influenced by the 

following two main sources of noise: 1) flicker and 2) 

thermal noise. The Flicker noise , defined as a noise system 

that primarily produces an inverse frequency with the power 

density curve. At low frequency band, the flicker noise 

specifically impacts the transconductance of OTA. The other 

term of Flicker noise is 1/f noise due to its inverse noise 

power spectral density to the frequency. Thermal excitement 

leads to thermal noise. It can occur for any applied voltage. In 

ideal condition, the output noise of OTA is affected by these 

two types of noise factors.   

The noise of an OTA is expressed by an equivalent 

input-voltage noise source shown in Fig. 3. In this 

representation, the noise of a CMOS transconductor input 

noise source (vn) [26]. Therefore, the spectral density,  

modeled as                       
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where St and Sf are represented as thermal and flicker noise 

components. The magnitudes of these two parameters are 

primarily dependent on the transconductor topology and 

biasing.  

 

Fig.3. OTA noise representation using an input-output 

voltage noise source 

According to the general noise equation in HSPICE 

Elements and Device Models Manual NLEV = 2 [26], the 

input 1/f noise power spectral density can be derived as 
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Where the KF is a coefficient and AF is exponent constants of 

flicker noise respectively; Weff  is the width of effective 

channel and Leff are the channel length; the oxide capacitance 

per unit area is represented by COX. Moreover, the PSD of 

input thermal noise is modelled in terms of OTA 

transconductance gain (G) and can be expressed as 
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Where, KB and T represent the Boltzman’s constant and the 

temperature in degree Kelvin , respectively. The value of γ is 

primarily dependent on the operating region of a transistor. 

Most of the transistors of OTA are supposed to function in 

the sub threshold region in order to cater  the  frequency and  

low power requirements of an OTA comb filter. Thus, the 

value of γ is chosen as (1/2κ) for sub-threshold operation. The 

typical value of κ is 0.7 and κ = 1/η, where η represents the 

slope factor [36], [37].   

III. GAIN AND NOISE ANALYSIS 

Earlier, the portable devices of ECG monitoring were based 

on discrete components for designing of Analog FE. . These 

devices were cumbersome for system recognition and deplete 

power. Now-a-days, with the advancement of VLSI 

technology, the portable ECG 

devices provide an attractive 

solution of monitoring tasks as 
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a number of components can be reduced together to obtain a 

less power consuming ability. 

 

Fig.4. Circuit schematics for simulation 

  Thus, the OTA based ECG system topology becomes 

popular in recent times. This section presents the 

performance analysis of an OTA based ECG system of phase, 

gain, noise and bandwidth as well.  

 In analyzing the performance [40], the OTA of Fig. 4 is 

simulated using cadence virtuoso analog design environment 

at 0.18, 0.5 and 0.9 micron technology nodes of CMOS [38], 

[39]. The sizes of the (MOS) transistors are given in Table 

below. The biasing voltages used in simulation are  dd = 1.8 

V and  ss = −1.8 V. Input voltage is1V sine  signal [39].R1 

and R2 in Fig. 4 are the imbalance between the resistors, 

which can affect the factor called gain. Therefore, the I/O 

relationship of the OTA is established as 
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Table- I: Dimensions of MOS Transistors at Different 

Technology Nodes 

Transistor Name & type Channel 

width (µm) 

Channel 

Length (µm) 

Technology 

Node (µm) 

NMOS: M1, M2, M3, M8, 

M9, M11, M12A, M12B, M16, 

and M17 

1.8 0.18 0.18 

5 0.5 0.5 

9 0.9 0.9 

PMOS: M4, M5, M6, M7, 

M10, M13, M14A, M14B, and 

M15 

4.5 0.18 0.18 

12.5 0.5 0.5 

22.5 0.9 0.9 

  Using the circuit schematic of Fig. 4 and the transistor 

dimensions from Table I, the analysis of gain and noise are 

described in the following sub-sections. 

A. Gain and Bandwidth Analysis 

  Physiological signal such as ECG signal primarily 

contains the mains line harmone and its frequencies along 

with signal at input. The recommended comb filter is 

composed to defeat undesired signals of fundamental 

frequency of 60 Hz in ECG signal. The values of the internal 

capacitors C1 and C2 in Fig. 4 are chosen as 5µF and 21 nF, 

respectively. The variable resistance (R2) is adjusted to 100 

kΩ by biasing the current of the corresponding OTA circuit. 

For a fixed bias current of 263.4 µA, the phase vs frequency 

response at 0.18 µm, 0.5 µm and 0.9µm are showcased  in 

Figs. 5, 6 and 7, respectively. Similarly, the gain vs frequency 

response at 0.18 µm, 0.5 µm and 0.9µm are shown in Figs. 8, 

9 & 10, respectively. Both the phase and gain factor increases 

at 0.18 µm technology nodes. However, the overall cutoff 

frequency (i.e., 3 dB bandwidth) reduces at 0.18 µm 

technology node as compared to 0.5 and 0.9 µm technology 

nodes. The primary reason behind is that for an increase of 

transistor width and channel length (i.e., at higher 

technology nodes), the current through the transistor channel 

increases. It encouragingly increases the overall gain and 

phase of an OTA based ECG system. However, for an 

increase in overall gain, the bandwidth (i.e., the frequency 

range the op-amp can respond to) decreases. At lower 

frequencies, due to a lesser electromagnetic induction effect, 

a less amount of signal is interfered inside and hence there is 

a better match between the effective amplitude of the output 

and the predicted gain. Thus, the overall bandwidth for 0.18 

µm technology node reduces. The quantitative values of 

bandwidth for different technology nodes are summarized in 

Table II.  
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Fig.5. Phase margin analysis at 0.18 µm technology node 
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Fig.6. Phase margin analysis at 0.5 µm technology node 
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Fig.7. Phase margin analysis at 0.9 µm technology node 
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Fig.8. Frequency response of OTA at 0.18 µm technology 

node 
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Fig.9. Frequency response of OTA at 0.5 µm technology 

node 
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Fig.10. Frequency response of OTA at 0.9 µm technology 

node 

Table-II: The bandwidth of OTA based ECG for different 

technology nodes 

Technology Nodes 

(µm) 
Gain (dB) Bandwidth (Hz) 

0.18 36.21 105.72 

0.5 9.78 136.20 

0.9 7.73 283.36 

 

B. Noise Analysis 

In order to analyze the noise in OTA, firstly the correct 

input source configuration is required. Therefore, a Voltage 

Controlled Voltage Source (VCVS) is considered for 

reference. However, for a common mode gain simulation, it 

is required to change the values from ±0.5 to 1. It is required 

to put a non-zero input common-mode voltage. This idea is 

used for the noise analysis.  

Here, the thermal & flicker noises analysis is done in 

Cadence for different technology nodes of 0.18, 0.5 and 0.9 

microns. The quantitative values of noise at different 

technology nodes are summarized in Table III. It is observed 

that at 0.18 µm technology node, the ECG system performs 

an improved noise factor at 60 Hz frequency.  

Table-III: Flicker and Thermal Noise of an ECG for 

Different Technology Nodes at 60 Hz Frequency 

Technology Nodes 

(µm) 
Flicker Noise (nV) Thermal Noise (µV) 

0.18 1.16 5.62 

0.5 2.76 47.86 

0.9 9.18 68.31 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This research paper presented an active Comb-C filter. 

The filter is constructed with all OTAs and capacitors. All 

the PMOS and NMOS transistors are designed at 0.18, 0.5 

and 0.9 microns CMOS technology nodes. The bias current 

of this analog circuit is primarily controlled by the 

controlling voltage of the OTA.  

The performance is analyzed for different factors of 

transistor channel length and width. It has been observed that 

although the ECG performance in terms of gain, bandwidth 

and noise increase at advanced technology node, but the 

effective bandwidth reduces for lesser channel length. 

However, the bandwidth at 0.18 µm technology node (i.e., for 

advanced VLSI system) can be increased for an increase in 

bias current of OTA. Therefore, the portable OTA based 

ECG system can provide an improved performance at 0.18 

µm CMOS technology 
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